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3 of 3 review helpful Cheesy drivel with no substance By MREinLa It was so bad I couldn t even enjoy the sex scenes 
but skimmed most of the pages The dialog was ridiculous the plot idea had merit but no meat to it to pull it off and 
characters were unrealistic Personally giving this book 1 star was being generous I m sorry I tried to think of some 
plus to recommend for this book but just couldn t come up with one 0 Menage Amour Erotic Paranormal Menage a 
Trois Romance M F M light BDSM Branda McFalls always comes up swinging When twins Troy and Trey Cortino 
come into her life claiming she belongs to them that she is their true love she thinks they must have more than one 
loose screw Why do these hot guys have to be crazy They are persistent and the heat that blazes between Branda and 
the twins is irresistible Branda s friend assures her they are good men Deciding it is Professional s 4 5 NYMPHS 
Blessed Times Two is a wonderful story I liked the way the author used a legend with a new twist Be warned that the 
chemistry between the three is hot There are a few very tense moments that make your heart pound 
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